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Using the language of lean start-up entrepreneurship, we’ll develop specific 

plans to re-invent or (pivot) YOU! 

 
Enhance your current “QA Brand”, or pivot your current direction to find a new destination! 

The hardest part of entrepreneurship is to develop the judgment to know 

when it's time to change direction and when it's time to stay the course. 

That's why so many lean startup practices are focused on learning to tell 

the difference between progress and wasted effort. One such practice is 

to pivot from one vision to the next.  - Eric Ries 

Is it time to pivot? 



WHAT’S CHANGED OVER THE PAST FEW DECADE(S)? 

 

Rise of the Technical Leader: individual contributors 

who are skilled masters of innovative “disruption” 

Macro economic: Process automation has caused 

what economists call the hollowing out of the 

middle, or “U-shaped economy” 

Globalization: outsourcing to reduce cost 

Bifurcation of QA roles to highly 

technical or functional. Duplicates 

some aspects of other roles 

Increased adoption of Agile demands new skill sets, 

both deeply technical and non-technical 

(communication, collaboration) 
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HOW ARE WE FEELING ABOUT ALL THIS? 
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WHAT IS THE PATH FORWARD?  

 

Personal 

Attributes * 

Learning Agility 

Communication 

Influence 

Marketable core 

skills 

QA Tools 

Requirements Analysis 

Planning and Execution 

A number of leadership books can provide you with ideas for attribute development (ex. Kornferry/Lominger, Success Factors) 

What are your attributes & skills. Think of at least one “pivot” skill you’d like 

to develop. A pivot should be something entirely outside of your comfort 

zone. It should be materially “new” to you. 

Gets you the job 

(foot in the door) 

Helps people 

remember you. 

Differentiates. 

Marketable core 

skills 

+ (TDD)- to enhance 

technical skills 

Current My Pivot 



WHAT IS THE PATH FORWARD? TEMPLATE FOR  

SELF RE-INVENTION 

 

If you don’t like 

this, tailor it to 

work for you!! 

Name 

My Pivot statement 

In 1 years time, I envision myself (doing?) (create between 1-3 Pivot statements). Examples below: 
----(doing more Test Driven Development TDD) at a level where I can contribute by (applying TDD to an actual production code 
base, likely open source).  
----(managing a TDD website) at a level where I can contribute by (providing an online source of information to share with my 
colleagues) 
----(starting a TDD Google hangout) at a level where I can contribute by facilitating a structured and supportive learning 
environment for myself and others 

  

My values (optional) 

When I leave this planet, I want to be remembered by friends and family for:  Examples below: 
----Respect for self and others 
----Following through with actions on my convictions  
----Responsibility for all my actions and their consequences 

                    

My current "Brand" 
Create a Commercial:  
“TCOE expert:”  I can decrease time to market/cost without compromising Quality or team morale!  

  

Execution Methods Personal Kanban x 
Block an hour each 
day x 

Lead a community x Find a coach/sponsor   

Online training x     

  
Support Network J. Smith   A. Braconi   



QA ROADWAYS: WHERE CAN I PIVOT? 
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BI & Analytics 

TDD 

Development 

Performance 

Engineering 

Cloud 

Technology 

Management 

Influencing people  

Using data for decisions 

Negotiating 

Managing conflict 

 

The sphere opportunity in QA is large. You can stay in it or go other places. 

There are NO boundaries! The world is your oyster. What is YOUR next Pivot? 

Information 

Mgmt 

Combinatorics 

Statistics 



APPENDIX- ADDITIONAL READING 

Automation displacement : http://www.thelightsinthetunnel.com/ 
This groundbreaking book by a Silicon Valley computer engineer and entrepreneur explores these questions and shows how accelerating technology is 

likely to have a highly disruptive influence on our economy in the near future—and may well already be a significant factor in the current global crisis. 

 

O*Net-  Extensive job database. Classification of jobs with a bright future: 

http://www.onetonline.org/  - and by the way Software Testing is still one of 

them!! 

http://www.thelightsinthetunnel.com/
http://www.onetonline.org/


HOW DO WE WANT TO RUN THIS SESSION? 
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Option 1- small 

groups 

Fill out “Pivot Profile” 

worksheet 

Discuss in small 

groups 

Pick one profile from 

group to share with all 

in large group 

Option 2- Large 

Group 

Fill out “Pivot Profile” 

worksheet 

Vote on a Pivot 

statement that we 

want to discuss 

As a large group, 

provide suggestions & 

comments 

Option 3- Design 

our own session on 

the fly 

Fill out “Pivot Profile” 

worksheet 

? 


